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In this paper a general theory of the elimination process (vertex elimination 
on a graph) is developed. The connections of this theory with the secondary 
optimization problem of Nonserial Dynamic Programming and with the 
numerical solution of systems of linear equations by Gaussian elimination are 
pointed out. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The two problems 
(a) finding a minimal dimension order for the elimination of the variables 
for a non serial dynamic programming problem when there are no memory 
limitations [l-8] and 
(b) finding efficient (i.e. requiring a minimal computing time) solutions 
6y means of Gaussian elimination for a system of linear equations Ax = b 
with A symmetric and sparse [9-121 
can be both regarded as graph theoretical problems consisting in finding 
optimal (in some sense) vertex elimination orderings in an undirected graph 
without self-loops and parallel edges. The interest of the authors in this 
problem has been originated by nonserial dynamic programming. 
It is remarkable to note that some strong results (see, for instance, Theo- 
rem 1 of Section 5), which have been demonstrated for a special criterion 
function associated with the elimination process, which is of interest in non- 
serial dynamic programming, also hold for the problem of vertex elimination 
on a graph for a vast class of criterion functions. 
The idea of considering different criterion functions for the same elimina- 
tion process can be found in [2]. Considering a general class of criterion 
functions for the elimination process is reported in [lo]. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. The elimination process is 
* This work has been partially supported by C.N.R. 
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described in Section 2. The problem of establishing a ranking among the 
elimination orderings is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 shows which are the 
relevant criterion functions for ranking the elimination orderings in nonserial 
dynamic programming and in Gaussian elimination. The mathematical results 
are given in Section 5. 
2. THE ELIMINATION PROCESS 
In this paper a graph is a pair (X, E) where X is a finite set of ( X ( = dl 
vertices and E = {{x, y} j JZ, y E X and x + y} is a set of vertex pairs or 
undirected edges. Given x E X the set r(x) is the set of vertices adjacent to s. 
In what follows a graph will be indicated by the notation G(X, E). 
C’onsider a vertex y E X. The graph obtained from G by 
(1) deleting y and all the edges emanating from it, 
(2) connecting all the previously unconnected vertices in r(y) 
is called the y-elimination graph of G and denoted by G, . 
This operation is called the elimination of the vertex y. 
Let I’ be a subset of X. Let G’ be the graph after all the vertices of Y have 
been eliminated in some order. Since the structure of G’ is independent of that 
order [2] [9], it is possible to define, similarly, the Y-e-elimination graph of G. 
This graph is denoted by G, . 
Given a graph G(X, E) and an ordering w = y1 , ye ,..., yM of the elements 
of X the elimination process is defined by the sequence of graphs: 
Given yi E X the set of vertices adjacent to yi in the graph GtY1,YZ,...,,--Ij is 
denoted by KY~ I (~1 , ys ,..., ~4). 
In order to avoid trivialities we shall consider, throughout the paper, only 
connected graphs. 
3. CRITERION FUNCTIONS 
There are all together ill! elimination orderings for a graph G(X, E) with 
M = 1 x 1 . 
We now discuss the problem of establishing a ranking among those order- 
ings. 
-Co9!'35!'r-4 
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It is possible to associate to each ordering w an M-dimension vector d(w) 
called the (sector) dimension of the ordering. This vector is formed by the M 
non negative integers, given by the degrees of the eliminated vertices at the 
time of their elimination, ordered from the largest to the smallest. 
Consider, for example, the graph of Fig. 1 and the order x1 , xs , xs , x4 . 
The associated dimension is d = (2, 1, 1,O). 
FIGURE 1. 
Consider a graph G, two orderings w1 and w2 and let d(w,) and d(we) be 
their dimensions. 
Then w1 is equivalent to ws if 
w1 dominates w2 if 
In a graph G an ordering which dominates all the others is a dominating 
ordering while an order which is strictly dominated by no ordering is a non 
inferior ordering. 
Consider again the graph of Fig. 1 and the two orderings wr = x4, xs , X, , x1 
andw,=x,,xs,x,,xs . Then it results dI = (2, 1, 1,O) and d, = (2,2, 1,O). 
Thus w1 dominates ws . 
For this graph it is easy to check that there exists one ordering that domi- 
nates all the others. 
Rose [lo, 111 has demonstrated the existence of a dominating ordering 
for the class of triangulated or chordal graphs (graphs in which for every 
cycle of length 6’ > 3 there is an edge joining two nonconsecutive vertices). 
Clearly there are also non triangulated graphs which have the same pro- 
perty. The graph of fig. 2 is an example. 
However there do exist also graphs which possess no ordering dominating 
all the others. The graph of fig. 3 is an example (the two orderings x1 , x2 , xa , 
x4 , x5 , x6 , x, and xa , xa , x4 , x5 , x, , x, are both non inferior). 
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FIGURE 2. 
FIGURE 3. 
For those graphs a ranking may be obtained by an appropriate (single 
valued) criterion function (to be minimized) f(d). In order that the ranking 
generated by the criterion function be consistent with the previous definitions 
we consider the class % of functions which satisfy the condition 
f(4-4 G W(4) w h enever d(q) < d(w). Letting d = (4, d, ,..., d,,,,), 
an example of criterion function of the class 9 is 
with 
fi(k + 1) 3f,(k), k = 0, 1, L.., i = 1, 2 ,..., M. 
4. THE SECONDARY OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM OF NONSERIAL DYNAMIC 
PROGRAMMING AND GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION 
Consider again the criterion function introduced of the end of Section 3 
f(d) = f f,(4), fi(k + 1) >fi(k), k = 0, I ,..., i = 1, 2 ,... M. 
i=l 
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Finding a minimal dimension order for nonserial dynamic programming 
[l-8] implies choosing 
fi = 4 
fi = O, i = 2, 3 ,..., M. 
Minimizing a more precise index of the number of operations required in 
nonserial dynamic programming [2] implies choosing 
fi = &, UEI’. 
The problem of minimizing an index of the computing time for the solution 
of a linear system of equations Ax = b with A symmetric sparse and positive 
definite can be regarded as an elimination problem in a graph with 
fe = adi + bdi + c, a, b, c > 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., M. 
For the specification of a, b and c the reader is referred to [9-121. 
5. THE MATHEMATICAL RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let G(X, E) be a graph, 2 be any subset of X fully connected 
in G and w be an elimination ordering. There exists at least one ordering w’, 
in which the vertices of 2 have the last ) Z 1 places, such that: 
d(w’) < d(w). 
Proof. If Z = X the theorem trivially holds. 
Otherwise the proof is divided into two parts. 
First (a) it is shown that it is possible to find at least one elimination order- 
ing w” beginning with a vertex of A = X - Z such that 
d(w”) < d(w). 
Successively (b) it is shown that it is possible to find at least one elimination 
ordering w’ in which the variables of ,Z have the last ( Z 1 places such that 
d(w’) < d(w). 
(4 Let w =yl ,y2 ,...,yM. Let Zo) = Z and /l(l) = A. If yi E A(l) 
proposition (a) is satisfied. 
Otherwise ( y1 E Z(l)) define 
Z(2) = I-( yl), AC2) = (X - {YlN - r(Yl)- 
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Since WJ is fully connected Z’a) 3 Z(l) - [yr} and consequently 
A’2) C /lo). Clearlv also Z”) is a fully connected subset in GV1 . 
[f in G,,ye $ .Z:aj and /l’s) f$ the subsets ,U3) and ~1’~) are similarly 
defined. 
This way of proceeding continues defining at each step j 
2’i) = r(Yj I {Yl Y y2 !...I Yj-I}), 
~4’~’ = s - {yl y Y2 >***y yj-1) - r(J'j 1 {yl I y:! y...v yj-I)), 
until either 
(1) for an integer h yh E Ach), or 
(2) for an integer k (1(k) = 0. 
Case (2) is now examined. Since A N) = o the vertex yli-r is connected 
in G{U1.Y* . ...> uk--2, , to all other vertices. Hence letting ym be a vertex of A’“-‘-r) 
(which is by definition non empty) it is clear that the order 
Yl ,.*a, Yk-2 t Ym 3 Yk-1 I..., Ym-1 9 Yn,+l I...) YM 
dominates w. 
Thus given the ordering w there exists another ordering w”’ = yr’, ys’,..., Y,~’ 
(coincident with w in case (l)), such that d(w”‘) < d(w) and for a certain h 
ykf E fl’k’. 
Since 
/j’h’ (-,j’k-l’c . . . c-~1’1, 
it results 
yk’ E A. 
It is clear that yh’ is not adjacent in G to yr’, ~a’,..., y;-r . Hence the two 
orders 
cum = y1’, ye’ ,..., yhJ )..., yM’ 
and 
I, I , , 
it 
I 
” ==4)h 7% >y2 t.*.,y -1 ,yk+l r*..,y.M 
I 
are equivalent. This demonstrates proposition (a). 
(b) Proposition (b) follows by repeated use of the construction described 
in (a) taking into account the fact that if a subset Z t X is fully connected in 
G, letting x E X - Z then, clearly, Z is also fully connected in G, . 
Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let G(X, E) be a graph, Z be any subset of X fully connected 
in G and f be a criterion function of the class 9. Then there exists an optimal 
ordering in which the vertices of Z have the last 1 Z 1 places. 
Proof. The proof derives directly from the one of Theorem 1 when w 
minimizes f. Q.E.D. 
In what follows a bush of order K is a tree in which a vertex has degree 
K (K = 1,2,...) and K vertices have degree one. The vertex of degree K is the 
root of the bush. The vertices of degree one are the peaks of the bush. When- 
ever K = 1 it is indifferent which vertex must be the root and which the peak. 
A graph consisting of h disconnected bushes is a forest of bushes. 
Given a graph G(X, E) and Y C X the section graph of G w.r.t. Y is the 
graph G(Y, EY) where 
THEOREM 2. Let G(X, E) be a graph, x E X and w an elimination ordering. 
If 
(a) the complement of the section graph of G w.r.t. r(x), denoted by G*, 
is a forest of bushes and 
(b) in correspondence of each bush of order k in G* there are k vertex disjoint 
paths inG,in which all the vertices except the terminals belong toX- (r(x) u{x}), 
connecting the root with the peaks 
there exists at least one ordering w’, beginning with the vertex x, such that 
d(w’) < d(w). 
Proof. Let A be the subset of r(x) formed by all those vertices which are 
roots of bushes in G*. Let 2 = r(x) - A. Since 2 is fully connected in G 
it is possible, by Theorem 1, to construct (from W) an ordering W” ending 
with the vertices of Z such that d(w”) < d(w). 
Let w” = y1 , y2 ,..., YCM , yt , y/+1 , . . . . yhf and ~8 (8 = 1, 2,..., JI - I Z I) 
be the first vertex of UJ” belonging to {x} u 8. If 
(1) y/ = x, since x is not adjacent in G to yr , ys ,..., yd-i , it is clear that 
the ordering w’ = yt , yi , ya ,..., yd-r , yd+i ,..., y,,, is such that 
On the other hand if 
d(w’) = d(w”) < d(w). 
(2) yt E A since, by condition(b), in the graph G1,1,,B,...,yc-3 the degree of 
x is less, or equal to the degree of ye and since, by condition (a), 
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G( Y1,Y21 . . . ,wc-l,z} is isomorphic to a subgraph of G(Y1+ . . . .yt-l.yc~7 then there 
exists an ordering 
y1 , ye ,a.*, yt-1 , x, Vl 7*.-v Z’.\f-/ 
which dominates un. 
Then letting 
0,’ = x,y, , ye ,---,yt-1 , z’l ,-..I vM-/ 
it results 
d(d) < d(d) < d(w). 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G(X, E) be a graph, x E X and f be a criterion function 
of the class .F. 
If the conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 2 are verified then there exists an 
optimal ordering initiating with x. 
Proof. The proof der’ Ives directly from the one of Theorem 2 when w 
minimizes f. Q.E.D. 
In what follows a separating set for a graph G(X, E) is a subset SC X 
such that the section graph w.r.t. X - S consists of least two components. A 
graph is K-connected if the minimum separating set has K vertices. 
THEOREM 3. Let G(X, E) be a graph, x E X and w an elimination ordering. 
If 
(a) the complement of the sectiongraph of G w.r.t. r(x), denoted by G*, is a 
forest of bushes and 
(b) G(X, E) is 1 T(x)l-connected 
then there exists at least one ordering W’ beginning with the vertex x such that 
d(w’) < d(w). 
Proof. In order to prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that condition 
(b) of this theorem implies condition (b) of Theorem 2. 
Let I and p, , p, ,..., p, be vertices in r(x) which are, respectively, the root 
and the peaks of any bush in G*. 
Construct from G a new graph G’(X’, E’) given by 
X’ = xu {w} 
E’= EuE, 
where v is a new vertex and 
4, = W Y> I Y E (64 u r(x) - {rl)l. 
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This new graph is also / r(x)/-connected. Hence by Whitney-Menger 
theorem (see [13]) there exist 1 r(x)1 vertex-disjoint paths which connect v 
to r. Since the degree of VJ is exactly 1 r(x)1 , each vertex of ((~1 u I’(x) - {r}) 
belongs to a distinct path. 
In particular there are R vertex disjoint paths, connecting v to r through 
p, , pa ,..., p, , the vertices of which, with the exception of Y, v, p, , p, ,..., p, , 
belong to X - (r(x) u {x}). 
Hence in G there are k vertex disjoint paths connecting r to p, , pa ,..,, p, . 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3. Let G(X, E) be a graph, x E X and f be a criterion function 
of the class 9. If the conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 3 are verified then there 
exists an optimal ordering initiating with x. 
Proof. The proof derives directly from the one of Theorem 3 when w 




An example is the one in fig. 4(a). For minimizing any criterion function of 
the class 9, since conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 3 hold, it is possible to 
eliminate x first. In the resulting graph (fig. 4-b) {pl , p, , r, q2} is a fully 
connected subset. Hence q1 can be eliminated next. Then, for instance, the 
ordering x, q1 , p, , p, , r, qa is optimal. 
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